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6/10/2014 
[Gavel] 
Rodriquez: I now call this meeting of the senate to order on Tuesday june 10 20014 at 6:08pm. The first 
order on the agenda is call to order and the pledge of allegiance. Senator Cimino 
Senators: The Pledge of Allegiance.  
Rodriquez: Okay the next item on the agenda is the first roll call. I don’t think it’s sensing the receiver. 
Okay. Click one if you’re present please. Is that everyone? We have a count of 23 people present today. 
Movoing on with the agenda. Additions/deletions and or clarification to the orders of the dya.  
Johnson: Senator Johnson Arts and sciences. I want to move to shift the resolution….before 
confirmations. 
Rodriquez: Are there any objections to senator Johsnons’s motion? 
Johnson: motin to add sba 002 to the agenda. 
Rodri: Any objections? Seeing none SB A 55-002 has been added to the agenda. 
HIba:  Motion to delay the minutes. 
Rodriquez:Any objections to postponing the agenda? 
Morgan: It’s good to see everybody. This is Chris Leary . Many of you probably have the qualification to 
be involved in this program. And fun fact crhis leary…he’s a graduate here at USf and he will be interning 
here at student government this summer. 
Leary: How are yall doing. I was having conversations with Jessica before we started and I’m fascinated 
by the first five minutes before we started. AIt’s also the first time I’ve done the pledge of allegiance 
standing up in a class room seeting since the f5th grade. And the reason that I am talking to you abuot 
this today because it’s something you guys are already persuing even though you dnot know you are. 
Some of you might be and you don’t even know it. So the certified leader program is a self paced 
leadership program. Umm there is also involvement in service opportunities as well as you are requied 
to what we call make meaning of that experience. So the flyers that are going around give you a little bit 
of a brief preview of this program. Umm the rest of you all if you’re not in a leadership studies class, as 
sg senators I can assure you, you work…is that a no? No body said anything. If you have taken a 
leadership class and you’re in here you are 2/3 done with the program. It’s something that a lot of 
students don’t realize they could do even though they are already doing it. So you can start tomorrow 
and by the end of the semester…you can be like Gustavo here…and it’s a really great opportunity and of 
course it looks great on a resume. You are a certified student leader at the center on the campus. And 
we also have other seminars and services thoruhg the center that you can get involved in. I’m 
downstairs I’m on the very first floor. Do you have any questions before I leave today. 
Romero: So you said that if you have taken the leadership course you are 1/3 of the way down. Is there 
a way you can teach yourself.  
Chris Leary: Not that you don’t know theory and not that you don’t qualify to teach yourself 
theory…that are essential to that program. So in a short answer no. Due to scheduling, tuition and fees, 
they are changing….which I mean it’s based off 7 habbits of highly effective leaders. SO that also can 
satisfy. But that’s only if you cant take a leadership course 
Cocco: So how do you define a student leader. 
Chris Leary: I think for me a student leader is someone who is willing to learn and grow. They just need 
to sharpen those skills they need to learn what those skills are. They need to understand what they 
could bring to the program. To me leadership is about motivating and encouraging people around you to 
get involved. But me personally as someone who really values relationships and collaborations, and 
working with others, that would be my biggest thing. I think you are preparing me for an interview. 
Cocco: Welcome to SG. 
Leary: Keep it going yall do great great things. SO thank yall have a great night. Were there any flyers 
leftr? 
Morgan: Yes I have them 
 
Ulloa: Yeah last week in our committee we actually went over practice travel grants.  We also elected a 
new Vice Chair so congradualations to senator Tremino. And that’s pretty much all we did. 
Johnson: Our committee meeting yesterday finally passed our first budget request…..and it was really 
productive. We also went through 2 budget transfer requests for Judicial branch and for bulls radio 
which was great. So it’s going great so far. 
Truong: so last week we went over consititons, the templates that we have so all the committee 
members know about that. We don’t have Jec this week, so just so you all know bout that. And we 
elected a Vice Chair . 
Malanga: Romantic Comedies. Ugh in addition we got through 2 bills that we will be sing tonight. First 
one is confirmation procedures which we will be talking about later. And Lasac 
Gordon: That umm we’re going tostart getting the application out. This we…and I have a sign up sheet 
for any senators that want to participate on this event. Other htan that nothing else really went on but 
thank you. 
Aziz: So yeah sign up for the Tent Day you’ll get positive points. Senators that attended have 
accumulated a lot of positive points. And get more points. Other than that just to recap some things that 
we’ve been working on for the Senator Treat, Andy has been planning that. And in terms of logos we’ve 
approved new logos for ….so we’re drafting that legislation and we will have a style book. SO that’s one. 
Int terms on Lakeland the executive branch and us work together…and we’re also getting new 
computers in the SG office. Umm working on digitzing documents so that’s what we’re tyring to do with 
the paperwork that we have. And one thing recently we had today is we had a meetin giwth Dr. 
Miller...like checking your roster and stuff, so just to kep you guys posted. So pretty much going to start 
in the fall semester. So if you have friends. Roster and attendance and all that stuff. And other htan that 
we have a new senator of the month for themonth of may so congradulations to Mr. Malanga. You’ll be 
getting your certificate next senate with a gift card for barnes and noble. And if there is more than one 
person we can draw if out of a hat and we can decide. Other than that that’ 
Rodriquez: Umm aziz and I have also been working on hiring two new transcribers for the senate. Off 
campus housing website…last week I traveled to UCF with President Cocco and attended the florida 
student association meeting. And president Cocco. I also sat in on the org sync meeting with MS. Miller 
and other people from SG. Umm I’ve also met with the OLSO and we got the contract from the 
buccaneers and we sent it to the legal office at USF. And the last thing and this isimportant so everyone 
please pay attention. The july 8th Senate meeting… 
Cocco: Oh no. 
Rodriq: And also as of right now we don’t have a place to do it. Any questions for anyone? I see no 
questions so we will move down the agenda.  
Cocco: Word. Alright, Senate. Yeah we’ll talk Andy. Mark Harlann was supposed to come that day. We’ll 
talk. Maybe we can do it at Athletics. We can’t? Oh we’ll figure it out. Alright for the Exec branch report, 
our transition team has been working very hard. Danny Christopher has bene working on some minutes. 
And we met some good USF people, some USF Alums that were willing to participate in our Legal Aid 
network to the students. And he’s also been revising statutes and attending orientations. Berk has been 
hiring, he’s our hiring guru. Today he wrapped up Solicitor general and….ugh Alex Johnson he’s been 
working on resolutions. He’s written the resolutions you are going to see today. Maggie has been. 
Maggie and Joe have been working on orientation, on the website and on street team.  
Maggie: I think it was 96. 
Cocco: Glow in the park is July 11th so we will be providing busses to students to the river side park. So 
that’s good. Our “Our” shirts came in, they are on sale at the bookstore for $5. Forbes our CFO 
appointed has been working on purchasing orders….and all that good stuff. He’s working on our interim 
budget that we are going to present to Johnsons’ committee next Thursday. And also he will be working 
with the office of national scholarships. We please that you have it 2 weeks before the deadline you are 
looking to have the event. And he’s helping out the senate with the retreat shirts, and he did the 
orientation video. Okay today Andy and I and Aziz met with Mark Walsh. We got our College of business 
in St. Pete funded. In state tuition for veterans, in state tutioins of undocumented immigrants.  So that’s 
good news for higher ed. We’re also going to be working with out lobbyist…build relationships with their 
people. Kind of like a strategic plan for where we want to see SG next year. To work with athletics to get 
them more engaged over here on this side of campus. County Commisioner talking to her tomorrow 
with getting more students involved in County COmmissionter. And Thursday Andy myself and a few 
others are going to be going to thank the legislature at Camels to thank the legislators for being so kind 
to our system. National Campus Leaders Campus…so one thing that I’m going to be working on sexual 
assault awareness week. One in 5 people are sexually assaulted throughout tehri time here on campus 
and that needs to stop. If we loose accreditation that is not good. Charles Lockman fromOhio State and 
Yale. Charles Adams, honors college deen, university of Arkansas. And we’re discussing new ideas for 
our football games. Ugh met with Manny lopez with administrative services and he wanted me to 
update you guys with ALN…they are going to be fixing the traffic pattern. And I’ll also going to be talking 
to him to look at more students spaces for students. 
Rodri: Any questions for president Cocco. 
Ulloa:  
Cocco: So for the Florida Student Association for  those of you don’t know was founded in the state in 
1996. And so I was unanimously selected to be the number 2 person to represent USF, the Chair is 
___he’s from FSU. And we will be working on hopefully creating a sales tax, eliminating a sales tax….so 
we can save the extra 20bucks. So that’s one issue. And if you have any other issues you guys want to 
run by just let me know and we can talk more about it. 
Rodri: Any more questions for PResdient Cocco? 
Hamed? Umm like Mr. Johnson said we have a budget transfer go through…juSenEx is meeting….umm 
Associate Justice applications open up this Friday. The final date for our Judicial senate will be June 27th. 
Umm if you cant make it dnot feel bad. Umm this Friday I’m meeting with the Chair of Ethics and 
Integrity committee with President Cocco. What the training for the new justices is going to look like for 
this year. Are there any questions. 
Rodri: Thank you Mr. Hammed. 
Rodriq:  
Michalski: is it okay if I come down? Sorry if this takes a few minutes. SO ladies and gentleman of the 
senate thank you for your time. Tonight you will begin the process of appointing …and someone who is 
regularly…Um,m tonight Mr. Berkowitz will be presented…I believe this is the single most important 
appointment of the term. I did some of the graphic design and the web design…without fully thinking 
through a situation. Mr. White did does a good job of balancing out Mr. Coccos personality. Hwile also 
being…sometimes that means telling the president no. I believe in fair processes. And in…the fact that 
rumors were floating out around. I also use to be the acting CFO for the transition team because the 
CFO from the other team…Forbes for this position. I knew my chances …sure enough Mr. Forbes was 
appointed. Just in general of the four appointees …Mr. Johnson’s name was the only name I didn’t 
hear...Who is the assisitant director of publications and …Mr. Berkowitz has….Assistant director. We are 
a team, and also here with me are the..Maggie and I would collectively cover communication and 
…overseeing the SG website…and the summer B event of campust week of welcome event. An email 
thread….along with Ms. Haul and both of us should know what’s going to…If I wanted you to work on 
the job post on….If the website were to break and the orientation supplies were to go missing I would 
be…Mr. Berkowitz was reviewing SG postings for job…he is in Engineering why would he apply for that 
position. Because I was an engineering student. Or a former member of the executive branch I would be 
disappointed. Or if he might sit on most of the…I currently sit on the…and over the past year in 
the…performed 10 airport interviews. WE submitted a process….as of last month the provost said he 
xtended the job offer to non eof the …over the next year myself along with the committee will be 
replaying. I believe Mr. Berkowitz ..i strongly believe that believe. 
Truong: Umm can I see the documents….or because they are your’s  
Aziz: My question is, is this a personal situation you have with your emplowyer...it’s a you vs. them thing 
or something you should handle with SGATO and the grievance.  
Michalski: I don’t feel suited to go into the orders of the other positions. I heard three of their names 
before they …and I think it’s a disadvantage for some of the appointees. If this is a valid apointments. 
Hasan: Do you you by any proof can say that whoever.. 
Michalskuy: I can’t because I don’t have access to all the job applications. 
Tuong: So these allegations are you saying are they against Cocco or are you saying them about the 
candidates and the apointees themselves. 
Michalsky: Before this usually happens around the time the interview… 
Truong: So you are sying that it’s against the … 
Michalsky: Because from what I see these are not actually the most qualified candidates 
Truong:  
Michalsky: It is more of a personnel issue, I do believe…because before he was appointed…because once 
as he’s appointed…so based on what I see I think there are indicators that he might not be the most 
qualified for this  
Johnson: You have a personal stake in…what is yoiur two sentence summary is in the culture of the 
office. 
MIchalsky: I think each applicant and each applicant pool. Umm even going through the CFO process. I 
was asked my Mr. Cocco If I was applying for any  
Johnson:  
Michalsky: Pretty much I decided I would not be applying for any other positions in the Executive 
Branch. I am in this to make sure that student government is moving in the right . 
Rodriq: I have free stress gavels in the office if any of you want them.  
Rodriq: The first thing on the agenda… quiet please. Is a joint resolution on first reading.  
Aziz: Alright so Mr. Johnson was kind enough to write a resolution. Umm can we get a motion to read? 
Ulloa: Motion to enter reading of () 
Aziz: 
Rodri: Any objections. 
Morgan: Can you guys speak up please for the people at the back here.  
Johnson: Sure. In Memory of Mary Lou ( Reads the Resolution: Insert here). 
Ulloa: Motion to pass by acclamation.  
Rodri: Any objectiosn to passing JB R 003 by acclamation? The resolution passes.. 
Cocco: Today we have joining us the step daughter of Mary Lou Hartmann 
Judy Grilow, and Christine Summerville. 
Stepdaughters: Two years before the university started. She had the vision to understand what this 
university was to become. They talked aabout the universities being a research based university but 
there was no library. And she had a job of what books do we get, what periodicals do we subscribe to. 
She had to have a vision of what all the different parts the university needed. And she never quit with 
just working in the library. And by the way the library started in a little …and when you were issued a 
research project you didn’t have much to draw from but it was the best to do at the time.  
 
Yeah I would just like to add that Judy here was part of the charter faculty, ugh who was also part of the 
Charter Faculty, they were associated with the university until mary lou retired in 91’. Umm she was 
incredibly humble. Many of her accomplishments are only now being known to us as we see people 
memorialize her. She actually voluntarily stepped down from a directorship and continued to work for 
the library for another 3 years. That’s a huge asset to have that ability to step down and work then as a 
servant and not as a leader. Thank you all.  
[Clapping] 
Judy: I would just like to say I typed the first constitution and seeing how you operate today and 
knowing how we operate…what a mature operation you have.  
Cocco: Thank you so much we appreciate you Ms. Judy. Okay, I’ll walk them out. 
Rodriquez:  
Johnson: I move to enter first reading of JB R 55-002.  
Rodriquez: Any objections? Seeing none, Mr. Aziz take it away.  
Aziz: So Mr. Johnson was kind enough again to draft a resolution. (Reads JB R 55-002 : Insert here).   
Rodriquez: Do I see anyh motions? 
SUlloa: Motion to pass by acclmation.  
Rodriquez: Any objections, seeing none. Do I see any motions…oh never mind. Okay moving on with the 
agenda we will start confirmatinos. The first confirmation we will have is for Chief financial officer for 
Jeremiah Ford.  
Cocco: If I could before I start I just want to address some of the concerns … 
Morgan: NO I hope not. You know I certainly appreciate any opinions …myself and Gary though have sat 
in on all the hiring procedures that you have all seen tonight. As for the allegations that…most of the 
people who were selected…so umm you know I’ve not been privue to that. We’ve actually interviewed 
more non-student government people than we did in the pass. Or if you have concerns not just…if you 
have concerns about what the executive branch has been doing. From my observation it has been a fair 
process. 
Andy….i do mind 
Cocco:you will The process has been fair. We’ve interviewed over 20 people for the position and we pick 
the ones that are more qualified for that position and they were…why theremay be some sour feelings. 
With Andy serving on the hiring committee. So if you guys have any individual concerns that you want to 
talk to me about I will be happy to meet on … 
Berkoqitz: If you are…if you have experience with the process don’t hold it against him… 
Cocco It’s not your fault. 
Berkowitz: I don’t want the … 
Truong: I also just want to remind all of you that all of these four went through JEC and passed. 
Aziz: How many people were interviewed for this positions.  
Berk: 39 applied and 5 were interviewed. 
ROdriq: It was sent to everyone in the email that I sent out on Friday.  
Forbes: I am jermiah Forbes as you can see on the screen. I’m a senior here at USf…pretty much my idea 
into…CPA firm, I have other ideas of having a restaurant, maybe having a Non-For Profit. My family is 
Turks and Cacos islands. If I can go back and start a non for profit and have kids learn to play 
instruct…CPA is my think and my goal right now. I’m a 5th year here. Couple words to describe myself, 
Positive, Dedicated, Sense of Humor and Self-Aware. It’s simple to me, that makes me happy because it 
puts things into perspective…so little things like that put…there is somebody in my…whatever I get my 
hands on…so much, it can be serious so it’s good to have a sense of humor. Hey Jeremiah you think 
tha…I like  to always evaluate myself and see where I can personally grow. From my understanding…so 
what I did was join the A&S Business office. Umm through that I saw the oppoturnity to want to be CFO 
because ive been around it…how to improve the position and how to improve the process on the front 
line. A&S business office, I’ve been there since 2012. Students have a lot of responsibility. A lot of the 
work has been done by students. The little things that a lot of peole may not get a chance of …so that’s 
my frontine. I ws involved in treasurer …Areas of focus. One thing I want to work on is efficieny. I really 
want to work on that so I can really get a smooth transition…kind of know what we need when they 
bring that up to me. I think a lot of students just don’t understand … 
Ulloa: Motion to enter 10 minutes question and answer period with a 1 minute speaking time. 
Rodriqz: Pro Tempore Aziz. 
Aziz: So since appointed what have been your things that you have been doing? 
Jeremiah: Umm so I can mention everything…the interim budget that was a big thing, also promotional 
items, a lot of things I’ve been dealing with is purchasing…and getting up to speed.. 
Rodriq: One tap at 30 seconds, 2 taps at 15 and I’ll gavel you out once it’s done. 
Truong: 
Jeremiah: Anyone in the office is not afraid to say no. One of the things I like to follow since I’m going 
into the audit career wise…that I can to and actually say you …trusting the next person to give an 
objective opinion. 
Johnson: Excellent presentation …how well did you know anyoneon the executive branch.  
Aziz: Interjection: The questions you ask the questions  
Johnson: I’m personally concerned that allegations about dishonesty of the interview process….check 
and balance amongst people….comfort between… 
Jeremiah: Can you ask me one more time to make sure what  
Aziz: I Can summarize. Pretty much an ethics question.  
Forbes: I’ll just talk. Based on my allegations, my interest of the position…my talked quite a bit…I talked 
about many people ..umm when it comes to being ethical…as far as I know..all I did was talk about th 
eposition interview for th epositon and was appointed.  
Schifline: What are you obligations here for the ime here.  
Forbes: I left A&S business office already once HR and stuff got situated. I got 2 classes on Monday 
nihght and Tuesday night. My fraternity. An di like to have fun…intramurals… 
UIlloa: I have a question and possible a follow up. How well do you know title 8. 
Forbes: Trophies are they going over $150 per the semester… 
Ulloa: Based on the title 8 and working on the A&S Business office, do you have any changes… 
Forbes: The biggest thing I would like to see….a simplified version and they don’t read…maybe we can 
make some kind of cheat sheet something like that for title 8. Auditing of organizations if we can clarify 
how that process will go.  
Aziz: So could you give us…first of all in Executive branch you have a lot of budgets to deal with. How do 
you keep up with multiple assignments and tasks with a tight deadline. 
Forbes: I can give you so many more because we are always giving…I think I have…. 
Rodr: Any more questions for mr. forbes. 
Ulloa: End question and answering and enter discussion. 
Rodr: Can you give a forum for the discussion.  
Ulloa: 10 minute moderated caucus and one minute speaking time.  
Forbes. Thank you guys and go bulls.  
Rodri: Since the moiton was made from Senator Ulloa you will have the floor first.  
Ulloa: I have worked with ASBO…they go through a little more deeply than we do. So I think that 
comeing from a business like that. I feel like he is heavily qualified. He does have a business schedule.  
Rodri: Okay, anyone else? Pro Tempore Aziz. 
Aziz: He was keen on following the rules. IN terms of like work and following rules and based on the 
business office when I’ve seen him, he seems like a good worker. Or things that we need to do so 
interms of doing the job he seems to be doing it. 
Johnson: I move to go into voting procedures concerning the appointment of Chief financial officer. 
Rodri: Seeing none, we will now enter voting procedures. Okay please click one if you vote yes on the 
confirmation of Mr. Jeremiah Forbes, click two if you vote no and click three is you abstain> Si that 
everyone? Yep okay. With a vote of 23:0:1 Jeremiah Forbes is confirmed as our CFO. Hold on give me 
one second.  
Rodriquez and Jeremiah Forbes says the Oath {Insert Oath Here} 
Rodriquez: COngradulations. Moving on we have the ocnfirmaiton of the Chief of Staff Gregory 
Berkowitz.  
Cocco: Pretty much needs no introduction. Any questions regarding the position. How many people 
applied? 38 people applied, 5 were interviewed. About me I graduated at USF May 2013 with a minor 
leadership. And most classes are at night since it’s graduate school. Last year Secretary of 
Advancement….two great presidents, two different styles. Other involvements were….and… Secretary of 
University Advancment of last  year. I actually wen to the University Wide committees…because before I 
kind of came in there were a lot of complaints…and there were all these questions about them. Umm 
keeping them involved and educating them and you know keeping the connection there. Umm then I 
was also one of the founders of the Marschall Center Advisory Board. Suchit…he just really wanted the 
ovice of the students to be here….umm I was in charge of planning it, something kind of…including the 
four last year in that horrific accident. I was a big part of that committee and try to make it happen with 
senator brown and all the judicial people. Chief of Staff, so I’ve done some things already in my 
appointed time. The plan is to have all the executive branch positions and the core to have….umm so 
we’rereally working hard on that. People fill out a request they turn in a form….just to kind of increase 
accountability. And lastly tweaking cabinet meetings….and they can kind of talk to departments. And 
during the off weeks I just want to meet with….Chief for Staff…. Umm there are two…actually when I got 
the first…Special education…I was with a teacher who…students who couldn’t quite..the teacher called 
them stupid… so I actually …I switched to international….but my so so I stodd up. .  
Johnson: I move to enter a 10 minute moderated caucus. With 1 minute speaking time.  
Rodri: any objections? Okay since you made th emotion. 
Johnson: Please enlighten us about the second time.  
Berkowitz: Hazing took place, another University hazed our guys. I felt that it ws not the right way to 
handle it. So as…so my nationals were not happy with me, the called me the blackmailed me and they  
finally removed …so don’t question my integrity I guess is kind of the mjoto I want to say tonight. 
Turong: How would you handle a unethical …oh I’m thinking. No I’m not just silent I’mt hinking. You 
want to go on? 
Aziz: I’ll ask her same question with an example. Let’s say President Cocco wanted you to buy horses for 
all the executive cabinet. 
Berk: Everything I do is for the students, even though I am not student body president. It wasn’t really 
till I got involved with ….even though I’m a little shaky now. I’d tell him no.  
Ulloa: as someone whose been in SG for I think it said like 3 years now. 
Berk: Something that I’ve really done during hiring was email the people. Which you think it’s easy…it’s 
not. Umm it doesn’t feel good. I do want to make a personal touch, I do want to be profesionaly. And 
second thing I want to do is open office hours. But the Chief of Staff can make some hours… 
Hiba: Umm in the past I’ve heard that Rhondell White has been taking responsibilities light… 
Berk: Increaseing the CHIef of Staff from 25 to 30 …I just don’t be to clocking over. So giving the 30 is a 
really good plus. So talking about the agents I met with Bulls Radio.  
Aziz: So as the Chief of Staff you have to dela with a lot of people. So in good situations and bad 
situations whats your management style and conflict resolution side? 
Berk: Just addressing the issue and not letting it dwindle because when you let it dwindle…so just 
addressing it when it comes up and being intuned with your staff.  
Rodri: Do I see any motions. 
Ulloa: If there are no more  
Rodri: Any objecitons into ending the question answer period? Okay can you restate your second motion 
please. 
Ulloa: 5 minute speaking period with 1 minute speaking time. 
Rodri: Would anyone like to speak. 
Semino: I was part of the inter fraternity council. I Actually signed the position to have him reinstated 
into his presidency. He stood for what was right, it is something that I know berkowtiz dones… 
Rodri: Sweet. Anything else. 
Seitz: I think not to minimize the feelings of uncertainity of some senators…I sat in on his JEC interview 
and I mean hwat you see is what you get with him. At the end of the day…if we… 
Aziz: So umm I know greg through him position in the Executgive Branch….he could always be counted 
upon. He would always follow up and try to get them in gear. So interms of work ethic 
Miller: Motion to exit discussion period and enter voting procedures.  
Ulloa: I would like to.. 
Miller: I rescind.  
Ulloa: I think it’s really important o have a chief of staff that represents the executive branch. And 
someone….was willing to tell you abut how he reported his own fraternity for hazing and stuff like that. 
Someone they could visit and really get to know our branch.  
Rodri: 
Johnson: Motion to end discussion and move into voting procreudres. 
Rodriq: Any objections? Seeing none we will now enter voting procedures. Okay please click one if you 
vote yes, two if you vote no and three to abstain. Has everyone clicked in?  
Lopez: No. 
Rodri: Is that now everyone? Yes? W 
Gluck: He’s a brother of my fraternity  
Miller: Personal  
Johnson: exactly the same sentiments of Senator Miller.  
Rodriq: with a vote of 20:0:4. Mr. Berkowitz… 
Berkowitz and Rodriquez [State the Oath: insert here] 
Rodr: Congratulations. Okay moving down the agenda we now have attorney general, alexander 
Johnson. 
Cocco: Alright, we interviewed 5 people and 23 applied. Any question regarding the psotion of AG? 
Johnson: Hello everybody…I’ve applied for the attorney general position.  
Rodri: Oh it might not be on. 
Johnson: I want to give you a little bit of background about myself. And then I will summarize my ideas 
at the end. Go Bull Dogs. After that I attended the USF St. Pete, from the Fall 2012 till this recent spring. 
I’m a double major in criminology and Russian. Department of Druge enforcement. This summer I’m 
taking two online classes, one in summer A, one in summer B. I’m also and airforce ROTC student and I 
have one online class. Alright, Previous experience, I’m a florida notary public as of the summer 2013. So 
reviewing legal documents is nothing new to me. The second thing, I’m a prior chief justice for the SP 
campus. It is esentialy the legal opinion that has binding nature signede by 3 jusitices. I at the st. pete 
campus founded that last year. We did not have that last year….and then also before I was chief justice 
at the st. pete campus I alsohave prior experience. The vice chancellor…the St. Pete campus has 
Chancellor and Vice Chancellor. The new ideas. I think that we need to find different outlets to 
communicate…we need to find a way to be more sustainable. Compare the guiding documetns from 
other sg to courts …we traveled to the UNF and started comparing guiding documents. And then also 
one thing I really want to do is expand the office of Legal Affairs… and then making sure they are also 
aware of it. Because that truthfully will be the best thing we can assist the students with. This concludes 
my presentation. 
Schiflit: Motion to enter a 5 min discussion 1 minute answer. 
Rodri: Any objections?  
Schiflit: 
Johnson: Well I think what would be a neat idea, maybe…the boxes where you can post things….once 
centralize location people would be more attracted to that, and at the same time it would be easier to 
find.  
HIba:Umm in the past taling to …how would you feel if the situation came up if you have to try and 
impeach Mr. Cocco. 
Johnson: As we go to the impeachment process, often times emotions get aroused…and our purpose 
here is to….not fight each other. And if it needs to happen it will happen. 
Aziz: Since appointed what have you been doing? 
Johnson: I’ve written a lot of resolutions, you’ve seen 2 today. In addition I’ve also been expanding the 
legal network. So networking with those legal professionals have been something that has been a big 
thing on my plate. Umm I’ve written….I’ve done a lot of document review. To see if there is anything 
they could….so that was kind of my biggest thing when I got here.  
 
Rodri: Any more questions. S 
Antar: Motion to close question and answers and move into discussion period? 
Rodri: 
Antar: 5 minutes, 1 minute speaking times and I yield the time to speak to the chair. 
Schiflit: I don’t know him too well but from what I see he attended my committee. ..and on top of that 
h…which I think will be a great benefit to have. 
Ulloa: the first thing he really did…he asked do we put on the mailing list to go to the senate committee 
meetings. Umm second thing is that he knew that….i read through all of our statutes it’s not an easy 
ready.  
Johnson: umm he’s awesome, quite simply put. He showed up at our committee, and had some 
excellent idea. Being a public notary when you’re in college is quite not heard of…let’s just go vote. 
Hiba: Motion to proceed to voting. 
Rodri: Any objections to closing voting and moving into voting procedures? Seeing none we will now do 
just that. Please click one if you vote yes, two if you vote no and three to abstain. Is that everyone? Yes? 
With a vote of 22:0:1 Alexander Johnson is appointed as our new attorney general.  
Johnson and Rodriquez say the oath [Insert the Oath here] 
Rodriquez: Congratulations. Okay moving down the agenda. 
Hiba: Before we begin I would like to bring something of attention of the Chair.  
Rodriquez: I’ll look into changing.  
Cocco: Up next we have our appointee for Chief Justice Sammy Hamed. He’s been with us for 2 years 
now. Umm we interviewed 5 people and 23 people applied. Any questions regarding the position?  
Hamed: I’m studying political science with a minor in….made a lot of choices here at USF, by far the best 
choice I have made. I’m the president of the USF Mock Trial Team. I just recently became a USF 
ambassador. My Supreme Court experience. This was not my first senate. Served for about 6 months 
and once that administration ended…served for 11 months. Student Government INvovlement…if I skip 
over something that catches your eye please feel free to ask me about it and I would be happy to talk 
about it. These kind of bigger looker guys from Sarasota came and talked to us. WE helped them build 
up and from that both Sarasota and St. Pete were able to use our…this is where all three branches from 
all three campuses come together. Umm I hope to continue the tradition of chief justice. I Served on 
the…..i look forward to cutting that ribbon in the fall. Served as a judicial branch officer. So I have pretty 
good knowledge in terms of working with ASBO. New initiatives and ideas….so that way you have 
someone here for legal aid every single week. Just watching st. pete and srasotas court go….every 
senate at every other campus looks up to you guys. I want to impletement the Parking Advisory Council, 
my goal for this I got this from UNF. I want PResdient Genshaft to charge us as a committee. And I want 
to promote the academic integrity committee. I want to continue to promote that with the new chair of 
….are there any questions. 
Hiba: Motion to proceed  to a session of question and answer…. 
Chifilt:  
Hiba: I accept. 
Rodri: any objections to 5 minutes 1 minute speaking time.  
Hiba: How do you plean on reaching out to students especially in the parking appeal process 
Hamed: Ugh in terms of this we created last year with the marketing …marketing has been kind enough 
to give us….working with the executive branch and communications to go to…in which 
administrators…and what they can do.  
Rodri: Any more questions. 
Ulloa: As someone who has sat on the court for going on 3rd year, what kind of…. 
Hamed: Well when I got in here as a freshman I didn’t think parking appeals were going to be as tense 
that they were. Umm going forward in terms of what students have….but from my freshman year and 
sophomore year they do research from student spots and faculty spots. And more changes will be made 
once more voices you…. 
Aziz: Past projects. 
Hamed: I will talk a little bit about that. WE got the idea of the Honor Court from the UNF. SO that they 
can be heard and decide on by that. Currently we have the coduct board and that only deals with the 
Conduct issues. Sit on the academic integrity review committee which is the honor court. Depending 
on…it’s two people from each ourt. 
Hiba; With the knowledge that you have surved on the surp 
Hamed: I think the biggest skill that I’ve built while one the court…in order to judge failry. I’ve been 
growing doing that I think in the past eyar…2 years. I hope to continue doing that and to guide other 
justices the sam.e 
Ulloa 
Rodri: Seeing none we are no longer in questioning hamed. 
Ulloa: 10 minute moderated cucuas with 1 minute speaking time.  
Ulloa: Well as someone who has been on ethe court for 2 years going onto their third year…I think that 
shows a lot to their character shows a lot to who they are. He was working on as a first year on a court I 
think is just phenominal I think he will be a great addition to the court.  
Rodir: Anyone else?  
Hiba: MOtino to end discussion and proceed to voting.  
Rodri: Any objections to closing discussion? Seeing none ,can you just make another omotion please. 
Hiba; Motion to etner voting. 
Rodri: Any objections to entering voting? Seeing no objections? Click one if you vote yes, two if you vote 
no and three if you abstain.  Has everyone vote? With a vote of 19:2:3… 
Bryan Buenaventura and Sammy Hammed {Say the oath: Insert here}  
Rodri: Do I hear any motions.  
Ulloa: Motion to enter the first reading . 
Malanga: Needed to go before JEC and Senate. Ugh so if you can go through umm so what we did first 
was define which one…so we defined that as only directors and agencies…but basically the marketing 
departments and….304 in our statutes. Chief of Staff, Attorney General, Solicitor General. And then all 
our Judicial branch nominees, tghose happen very rarely, as he said they hae really good job security. 
Will define the position that just needs to go before JEC. And ugh before…not before senate, it was 
actually…SenEx the option to send those position that are not definied about in 406.1…ugh Senate 
Executive Board can send it to us.  I think there is all…are there any questions, anything that I missed. 
Ulloa: Just a question, as of now what positions would only go to JEC if you know. 
Malanga: Or the coordinators or whatever they were chose to be called that year, it was unclear….ugh 
whether they were going to come before us. Now it’s a little more clear it’s defined.  
Schiflit: The other thing tahat we vote to remove is lets say the Senate president or anyone else 
has…especially for those positions that may not needs to go through senate. 
Rodri: Any other questions 
Ulloa: Have you talked to the current president and possibly vice president. 
Malanga: I believe that Presdient Cocco. 
Aziz: I mean I wrote the bill with like his amendments. What happened was last year we made these 
changes with ROPs….clarifies the standing positiosn and judicial branch has to go through JEC and 
senate so it’s pretty much up to date. SO…yeah. Yeah pretty muchm 
Miller: I yield my time to president Cocco for any comments.  
Ulloa: Have you taken the look at this an…. 
Morgan: Sorry I missed that I was texting Gary. 
Ulloa: In the past is this how the positions have been gone through. 
Hasan: Except the directorial psotion….we were having this discussion in our committee…if SenEx 
wanted they cuodl put it through senate. 
Ulloa: Motion to enter second reading. 
Rodri: Any objections to enter second reading. 
Ulloa: Motion to disperse the second reading. 
Rodri: Any objections to dispersing the second reading. 
Johnson: Motion to move into voting procedures? 
Rodri: Seeing none we will now enter voting procedrues. OR -002 excuse me. Okay click one if you vote 
yes, two if you vote no and three to abstain. Is that everyone, has everyone voted? With a vote of 23:0:1 
SB S 55-002 passes. Okay moving down the agenda SBS 55-005 the last act. Do I see any motions? 
Ulloa: I motion to enter. 
ROdri: Any objections to entering the first reading of…. 
Aziz: Ready. So this is SB S 55-005. The Lakeland Access and Student Transition Act, it’s called the LAST 
Act. SO just to recapt what Lakeland…the local experience is. Couple years ago the legislature split off 
that campus and created a new university. TO do like a teach out where those students who are 
remaining to get their degrees or transfer to another university. 
Rodri: Sorry. 
Aziz: This legislation updates all of these items. To reflect the current needs and concerns of the 
Lakeland students.  It doesn’t show the deleted stuff does it? SO the first thing is changing the lakeladn 
council to the department of student affairs. It’s basically just a room of soda, of hot cocco and student 
computers. Pretty much two people to be in charge of that. For the purpose of organizing…some 
examples of programming…so like 8 or so classrooms. Most of this is just changing the department….so 
another one is any member of the department of Lakeland affairs…so the committee felt like that was 
the best way to remove a member. At least once every two weeks. That gives ugh at least a mechanism. 
Since we don’t want to leave Lakeland in the dark. So before Lakeland use to submit an annual budget. 
So student body president should recommend…no later than the second week of the fall semester. And 
the department of Lakeland affair…so pretty much they have the summer for the Lakeland two people 
to make their interim budget and submit it to the President. That should be it.  
Rodri: And any questions for MR. Aziz?  
Aziz: this one is…last time we went to Lakeland….so there is no one working there so we need this to 
pass so they could have like a li.. 
Antar: Umm yeah so I just wanted to let you guys know that when we do a second reading….and that it 
needs to be passed sooner than later. So yeah that’s why we do that whole second reading 
dispersement. SO pretty much for the amount of money left in Lakeland…so that’s what these two 
people are for. So couple questions.  
Aziz: They have 7 people in the Lakeland campus. And these p….i would assume it would be either 
Lakeland or tampa. So it’s whatever the executive branch wants. 
Johnson: WOul dyou like Lakeland to come to us or for us to go to Lakeland.  
Coco: More looking at a mixture of both right now. So either the director would be from Lakeland or 
from tampa or vice versa. So we’ll see how the quality of candidates are and well go through the hiring 
process again and make our deciisons. 
Ulloa: Motin to enter the second  reading…right the second reading? SB S 55-005 
Hassan: Motion to dissolve 
Hassan: Motion to disperse second reading.  
ROdri: Seeing none the second reading has been dispersed. 
Malanga: Move to enter voting procedures.  
ROdri: Seeing none we will now vote on this bill. Okay please click one if you vote yes, two if you vote 
now and three if you abstain. Mr. Romero, NAyone else? Has everyone voted? Okay. With a vote of 
23:0:1 sb s 55-005 passes. Okay moving down the agenda. We’ll  move onto fiscal legailation on first 
reading.  
Rodriq: Somebody who hasn’t spoken today. 
Senator Lansing:  
Rodri: Any objections to entering the first reading of 55-002? Seeing none we will now enter the first 
reading.  Do you want the presentation or? 
Johnson: Yeah I’ll take the presentation.  Hey guys this is our first interim budget request presentation 
for the year. SO this is going to be literally the 100th of the …j.ust kind of preface I’ve never done this 
before…so please do ask me lots of question make me think. So this is a learning process for us and for 
me. So first up. Our interim 150,000The first organization the bill that we went haead and submit was 
sbs 55-002 Future Buseinss Leaders of America. These skills and tools….such as internships and teaching 
members professional skills…so umm basically to sum all that up they are a nationally recogniuzed 
promotional groiup for students. They have student chapters….they requested $3,080 for food $3,670 
for material and $6,750 was their total…but they are receiving almost $6k less. The biggest issues, three 
reason that we cut back on funds so much. So we went ahead and stuk with standards from last 
year…$2 per head ofr minor events…they did really overallocate for many of their material requests. So 
go into their events. The first even is the membership retreat that we did not fund whats so ever. It 
takes place over the summer…not accessible to the majority of the student organization. Fall interest 
dinner, students interested in joining the organization. An dprinted materials. Senator Romero Vice 
Chair...he pointed out that a standard that we used last year as far as utensils go…what you can instead 
do is allocate….so that’s the standard that we will be using with utensils. I don’t believe that we funded 
…printing office downstairs. Next wevent is the Fall networking Mini Leadership Conference. Members 
compete by having interviewing competions resume building competitions…it was kind of you know do 
we want to have a…we deemed that…again utensils and decorations we knocked down…ugh yeah 
that’s…umm the leadership conference we are not giving htem the study guides and sample test it’s a 
personalize things we cant fund that kind of thing. We’re not going to fund them for those things that I 
said. Spring Welcome Back Barbeque…professional development and leadership skill forum…. Umm it’s 
good but they keep asking for more/extra money for food. They also did ask for a $150 tablecloth…but 
that’s why their decorations…150 of that 180. End of the year banquet. But the last event was the 
professional attire nithgt. They hope that we would fund buying duites at Mens Warehous. While not 
explicitly against our students…in such a kind of backdoor approach. Suit A Bull which lets you borrow 
suites . So that’s the presentation, if you could pull up the Bill. So does anyone have any question at all 
about any of the appropriations. 
Aziz: You mentioned about the fiscal year thing. 
Johnson: every single…. 
Ulloa: Why is the start of the fiscal year. 
Johnson: SO technically it goes into effect July 1st. 
Malanga: $7 per person for food…. 
Johnson: So the purpose of the appropriations and audits committee is to subsidize not fund the 
events…we are not going to feed the mouths entirely ….so as a standard…the guildelines we cannot say 
we can pay more $7 a head….or $3 per semester banquet…I believe one of the events was an end of the 
year banquet. 
Malanga:Umm so $7 is the permanent limit…you cannot go above senate… 
Johnson: It’s not just we, but these are apparently up tto 10 years old. If I can just touch. So if you’re 
building food for 50  
Hiba: HO wmuch does a banner typically cost. 
Johnnson: IT depends on the banner. Each banner is typically unique in it’s own way. SO in one of their 
projects or events, they want to get…so that’s why we allocate $150 per banner.  
Ulloa: We actually looked that up in Special funding committee last year…so it typically starts at $150 for 
a good abanner. 
Schiflit: When I was reading through the requests … 
Johnson: Right umm FBLA, for those of us in fraternities we receive pins you know as a sign of…so it 
could be construed that these could be returned…if they spent money on the pins and we audited them 
later and they didn’t have these items they could be in trouble. 
Rodri: Any more questions… 
MillerS: Just as a point of clarification 804.2.7.7. We may fund banners up to $200.  
Ulloa: If there is no more questions for discussion I would like to move into voting.  
Rodri: Well techinically this is the first reading. Yeah I messed up. Okay please click one if you vote yes, 
two if you vote no and three to abstain. Has everyone voted? With a vote of 23:0:1 SB A 55-002 passes.   
Aziz: So this joint adhoc on the election process is collaborative with the three branches and along with 
our director Gary Manka…and all the people involved like SGATO the dean for students the Court…kind 
of get a whole look of it and evaluate it and really make reccomendations. First part is everyone do their 
research read title 7….second part and then the third part will be making the amendment..the visioin is 
for use ot meet afte4r…probably the end of the week…so any questions about it before we start? 
Hiba: How much time in terms of hours a week…. 
Aziz: probablky given the history of this committee it would be probably long. So the expectation is it 
will be a thorough committee each one. 
Glock:  
Aziz: Soon as we have all the senator…we’ll be meeting throughout summer and the fall semester… so 
that’st he end result of the senate. And whatever the results are we will have enough time to debate it.  
Rodri: Would anyone like to make some nominations.. 
Miller: Malanga 
Malang: Yes 
Ulloa: I nominate senator Miller 
Miller: I Accept.  
Gluck: I would like to nominate myself. And I accept.  
Seitz: I accept.  
Hassan: I accept 
Johnson: I would like to nominate Senator Madden. 
Madden: I Respectfully declnine.  
Miller 
 
Ulloa: I nominate Senator Romeor. 
Romero: I respectfully decline. 
Aziz: I wouldlike to niominate Mr. Schilfit.  
Chiflit: I Accept.  
Miller: Motion to close nominations. 
Rodri: Any objections to close the nominations? Seeing none we will now lcose nominations and move 
into presentations. Okay so we will go in order of nominations . Malanga  
Malanga: alright so you guys have got to be tired of hearing my voice at this point…ugh I want to start 
off by telling you a little bit about myself. Serving on the rules committee.i think it’s important for a 
couple of reasons…umm I’m hoping to get my cpa and hopefully be able to use that and bridge the gap. 
I’m involved across campus at a variety of different things. I really apologize that. I’m also in the business 
honors program. uMm I think we all saw this year that there are any number of problems with the 
process..hte first thing I would like to say is I want to get bak with the basics of title 7. And to make sure 
that the process runs smoothly everyone is well formed. I think it should be a lot more clearer. I would 
also like to change the rule of the ERC. IN the US we have what we call adversarial process. and then we 
have a judge that’s separate from those that really decides that matter. I really llike this qute: President 
WILson. Umm I’m on the rules Committee I can be a great liaison…umm that will have to go before the 
rules committee first…and umm here…so I hope you will choose me to be on the committee. 
Rodri: You have 3minutes to speak.  
Miller: Umm so my interest for this ad-hoc committee is to actually work with the biggest faces with SG. 
I have gotten familiar with title 7. I have also studied..i honestly feel that I ouwld be a beneficial part to 
this ad-hoc committee. That would be all.  
Gluck: Well I want to introduce myself. I’m John Gluck. And I would like to be on this ad-hoc committee. 
I just took t he LSATS yesterday and I’m planning to apply for Law School. I have a free schedule now 
besides my commitments. And IFC  only meets once a week…and fall my schedule is one honors course 
and thesis. 
Seitz: I’ll keep it brief. I’m actually a first semester senator right now so I’m still relatively new. There was 
definitely allot of miscommunication and things that could have done to make things avoided.  
Hasan: Good afternoon Senate today I’m going to be..i’m a new senator for the 55th term. Currently the 
… I have tried to be…I’ve took like special tasks from Christ…and knowing how convulated the election 
process was this year…we could look up to a constitution and saying that there is nothing going on …llike 
back in the ERC hearing I remember …and there was a lot going on about that. So making the 
process…through which the election process…and I think being in the ad-hoc committee for title 7 for 
considerable amount of times to …so thank you.  
Schiflit:HI guys, most of you know me. I’m a computer science major and a….umm as a result. Ugh there 
should be no ambiguity in our standard operating procedures. So when we do go to amend them they 
reflect htat. And next year from here on out there is nothing that…umm beyond that I was involved in 
SG in high school. As for my committeements…I do work for the university…I think that my experience 
along with my ….like I said I’m very passionate so we make sure that we do not have… 
Johnson: I move to enter voting procedures. ..oh sorry I rescind that. 
Ulloa 
Rodri: seeing noe. If you could stand in order. Malanga Miller, gluk size….And senator Ulloa. 
Aziz: What sents you apart from any other candiade for this position of the committee.  
Malanga: I have already read  
Miller: ever since I got into SG I’ve been trying to gain as much knowledge as possible…and I believe 
through that information I have absorved.  
Gluck: I freel like mine would be as using the law and logic in my uniqueness. I would use my knowledge 
with that to  change the rules here. 
Seitz: SO I feel like I can bring a really new prospective on some ideas that I have. 
Hasan: IN my few days here…and I’ve tried and most important ….i believe I bring in a new perspective 
in a way was to bring in logic. 
Schiflit: shows my aptitude for a very concise and technical…it’s very understandable and there is no 
room for mis interpretation. 
Turong: What do you believe is the single most improtatnt change  
Schiflit: ugh so atlesat what I look for is makin  
Hasan: When a grievance is filed there is no question as to whether that is a grievance…new 
concepts…which messed up the election process this term. And to make sure the process is balanced 
out.  
Seitz: Better communicate our Rops and make them more specific. 
Gluck: More so it needs to be changed. Obviously they are hard to follow because it was more preceise. 
There are silly rules that needs to be done. 
Miller: First off I was going to say that there were way too many allegations. Like giving them to the 
Judicial branch and SGATO 
Malanga: SO as I mentioned earlier I think that the lack of a…I also think the problem is with the ERC… 
Johnson: I yield my time to predient cocco. 
Cocco: So how would you define a celebrite. So in terms of the election process what do you feel the 
student body needs to know about the election process.  
Malanga:  
Miller: My opinion is that there should be more marketing for the elections, because it is my 
understanding that somewhere about $5k and $6k voted…. 
Gluck: They would have to be influential on people…and to get people more aware…. 
Seitz: Most important thing is to educate the students on the ROPs they might not want to read through 
all 25 pages.  
Hasan: Umm moving..honestly when the election when the training was going on…aside that the 
student body should know about the platforms….mroe about what they stand for and what they can do 
Schiflit: I don’t believe….as for what the ERC could improve is provide a forum for them. NO one knew if 
thiese are actual  
Ulloa: how close did you guys follow the elections and all of the grievances this year.  
Schiflit: UMM on the SG webpage. SO very closes or dailty would be the best way to put it. 
Hassan: I read the oracle every morning…oh they are talking about this and they,….hearing where they 
ere.  
Seitz: Interested in seeing who would be the next leader of the student body. Umm and students relaly 
didn’t understand whaat was going on. 
Gluck: When I ran for senate I was very informative and I questioned people who knew the rules. And 
also I read the oracle everytime a grievance was published. 
Miller: That was one of the lead …I read all of the 17 allegations was it and I was also very interested in 
joining student government.  
Malanga: What was disheartening is that we go the news from the Oracle…we were called the house of 
cards organizations.  
Johnson: I move to end the question answer period and move on to a 10 minute motderationed caucus 
with one minute speaking time.  
Rodri: senator jOhnson since you made the motion you have athe floor.  
Aziz: Discussion...i mean…go ahead.  
Johnson: I move to have a 10minute moderated cuaus with…I make a motion to end the discussion 
persod. I make a motion for a 10 minute moderated  
Rodri: SO just for clarification 1 minute speaking…. 
Aziz:  
Rodri: 
Johnson: yes 10 minute  
Rodri: Any objections seeing none we are back to where we…we will just vote on one seat at a time. And 
we will vote until someone has a clear majority and then we will do the same… 
Malanga: He seems to be the …Seitz very well both her new approach being a new senator I think is 
going to be important.l  SO I would personally …the other senator you know Senator Hasan she is a 
really dedicated person.  I’m afraid she is a little….Schiflit…. 
Ulloa: umm I personally really agree with him for the candidates. Mr. Malanga came up he had his 
presenation ready. Umm senator Seitz she really spoke passionately of how different aspects she wants 
to change. And the last thing was Schiflit the way he said it he was very simple…everybody could read, 
there is no arguing about what the rules actually say.  
Hiba: I would have to agree about the various other speakers…when you cde you have to make 
everything precise…and based on his experience I think that would contribute a lot to the team. 
Aziz: So in terms of logic and critical thinking I guess the candidates that stodd out were MR. Malanga 
for me, and also Mr. Schiflit and also umm the other perspective is through Mr. Gluck, law is also his 
major… 
ROdri:  
Sanchez: I like to say I nominated Senator Seitz she would really be good for this position. I had a class 
with Senator Schiflit he knows what he’s doing. And I believe senator Malanga, since she is already in 
the Rules Committee.. 
Truong: So first need I say more about Senator Malanga, I agree with what everyone else said about 
him. And why I really like the  most about her she wants to be proactive rather than reactive with 
everything in the elections.  
Ulloa: If there is no more discussion I would like to move into voting.  
Rodri: Like I said we would vote per seat…so youre pretty much voting on the best person three times, if 
that makes any sense. Give me one second to type everyone’s name. So just as clarification click one for 
malanga, 2 for miller …I didn’t put an abstention but I verbally abstain. Has everyone put in their votes? 
10 Malanga: 0 Miller: 1 Seitz: 2 Hassan: …what was the number needed for… 
Ulloa: I would like to restabliksh quorum because we are all not voting.  
Rodri: Please click one if you’re present. We currently have 17 people in the room. Which means you will 
need a vote of 9 people in order to have a majority.  
Ulloa: Do we have to revote on that one? 
Rodri: Yes you do. So the runoff is between Malanga, Hassan and Chiflit. Has everyone clicked in?  with a 
vote of 13;1:2 and one abstention senator Malanga is the first senator on the Ad-Hoc. We will now vote 
on the remaining senators. Okay please click one to vote for Senator Miller, 2 for Cluck, 3 for Seitz,  4 for 
hasan and 5 for schiflit. Has everyone voted? I’ll take that as a yes. Okay we are now in a run off 
between senator gluck and senator Seitz. Okay please click one for senator gluck, two for senator seitz 
and three to abstain. Has everyone voted? With a vote of 10:6:1 senator gluck is now in seat 2. And now 
we will vote on the last seat. Okay please click one for setiz two for hassan three for schiflit and four to 
abstain.  
 
Ulloa: are we not putting Miller into this. 
Rodri: OH I made a mistake. Thank you for pointing that out cory. Okay once again, one for seitz two for 
hassan three for schiflit four for miller and five to abstain. With a vote of 9:2:5:0:1 the third sead is Emily 
Seitz. I will go ahead to let them in and announce.  
 
Rodri: SO the three senators that have been chosen. For the ad-hoc process is senator malanga, gluc and 
seitz. 
Rodri: Okay moving onto the agenda. Announcements….umm thank you all for particpaitng with the 
orientation ….ugh I want to give a shoutout for our graduate profesisional councel representative. 
Shoutout to our…as always. If you guys every have any questions process.  
Johnson: Also make a couple shoutouts. So inside my committee part of doing my job…so just so 
everyone know senator sanchez: Senator Sanchez will also…hasan vietnamees student association. And 
ugh senator miller is also working with the ….  
Rodri: Really quickly I have 2 announcements. The next senate meeting June 24th. Antoher thing is 
congradulations for everyone that is on the ad-hoc. July 8th no senate meeting…well thank you for 
clarifying that. So just kidding .  
Aziz: So if you want to be Sargeant in Arms be in charge of clicker…andy is waiting chekcin his inbox. 
Other than that all the committes are doing very well.  
Rodri: Moving on any more announcements. Moving on we will do final roll call. Everyone get your 
clickers out. Please click one if you are present.  Okay we have 22 people 
Johnson: I move to adjourn. 
Adjourn: 9:35pm 
 
 
 
 
